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Microsoft .NET is here, but COM and COM+ will be a valuable part of every  Microsoft Windows programmer’s toolbox for years. This in-depth programming  guide explains how and where COM and COM+ fit into the new .NET world,  demonstrates the new technologies that are available in .NET, and shows how to  interoperate between COM/COM+ and .NET. It explains how to use Microsoft Visual  Studio .NET to write traditional COM objects, how to use COM objects in .NET  code, and how to use .NET objects as COM objects. It also discusses COM+ topics  such as disconnected applications and subscriptions. The authors show you both  theoretical and practical approaches—explaining how the mechanisms work and also  providing practical advice with sample code to show how to handle  interoperability.

Topics covered include:

	The .NET view of COM and COM+
    	COM, COM+, and .NET  
	Using COM components in .NET code  
	Using .NET components in COM applications  
	Overview of COM+ coding for .NET 


    


	Writing COM code
    	Attributed programming  
	Active Template Library (ATL) and ATL Server 


    


	Writing COM+ code
    	A simple COM+ example  
	Working with disconnected applications  
	Creating subscriptions  
	Web application scenarios 


    


	Interoperability
    	Interacting with unmanaged code  
	Advanced interaction  
	Working with predefined interfaces 
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Creating Dynamic UI with Android FragmentsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of Android fragments to develop dynamic user interfaces for your apps


	Overview

	
		Learn everything you need to know to provide dynamic multi-screen UIs within a single activity
	
		Integrate the rich UI features demanded by today’s mobile users
	
		Understand...
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The Cichlids Yearbook Volume 1 (1)Cichlid Press, 1991

	Fascination with cichlids has taken many aquarists to the point where they go and observe these wonderful fishes in the natural habitat. The hunger for more knowledge about the cichlids’ behavior and distribution, and especially for more new species has led to the introduction of an overwhelming array of previously unknown species and...
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First Course on Fuzzy Theory and Applications (Advances in Soft Computing)Springer, 2004
This basic textbook gives an easily accessible introduction to fuzzy theory and its applications. It provides basic and concrete concepts of the field in a self-contained, condensed and understandable style. This First Course on Fuzzy Theory and Applications includes numerous examples, descriptive illustrations and figures of the basic concepts,...
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Building Portals with the Java Portlet API (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2004
IT SHOULD BE possible to build a portal by plugging components from different vendors into a portal from any vendor. These components are portlets, and we explain how to build them in this book.

The noble aim of the portlet specification—which arose from Sun’s Java Community Process with the collaboration of Sun, IBM, BEA,...
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Android Tablets For Dummies (For Dummies Series)For Dummies, 2014

	Make your Android do your bidding with help from bestselling author Dan Gookin


	Congratulations on your new Android tablet! Whether you're new to Android or new to tablets altogether, you're about to experience mobile computing like never before with this fun, full-color guide. Written in the trademark For...
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Logic Pro 9 Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	LOGIC PRO 9 POWER! provides a complete introduction and reference for Logic Pro that covers the things that you are most likely to run into while using Logic to make music, using simple, thorough, and complete explanations. The book also explores why Logic works the way it does, so you'll not only learn the mechanics of how to do...
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